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Dairy
40 lb. blocks $1.5360 $1.8220  ($0.286)

Cheese prices continue to rise due to strong demand 
and declining production.  We expect the cheese 
markets to soften in the coming months.    

Beef

Beef  output has been on the rise and demand as the 
holidays approach is increasing.  Slaughter ready cows 
are in amble supply but prices should be up slightly in 
the near future.   

Price        LstMonth                     Diff

Ground Beef $1.485 $1.573  $1.870
Price        LstMonth                      PY

Poultry
Whole Wing $1.535 $1.405 $1.545

Foodball season is in full swing, and wing shortages 
are now common.  That being said, chicken breast and 
tender prices are falling, while chicken output is 
expected to be 2.2% above 2015 levels.   

Price        LstMonth                      PY
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One of  the many positive aspects of  social media is the 
ability to almost effortlessly convey an individual message 
to the world.  That also happens to be one of  the worst 
aspects of  social media now that everyone has the means to 
be an online critic.  Customer reviews are an important part 
of  the marketing platform for every restaurant and 
shouldn’t be ignored.  But just how important are they, and 
what can you do to improve your ‘online’ score?

Positive reviews are some of  the single most important 
information that new customers can see about your restau-
rant.  “More than a third of  diners won’t go to a restaurant 
with less than a four-star rating”, said the head of  commu-
nications for Review Trackers, which is amazing given how 
hard it is to achieve such a rating and how few restaurants 
fit that category.  But the fact is that ratings, such as those 
on the popular review site Yelp are still a great resource, and 
according Harvard Business Review, a one-star increase 
could relate to a nine percent increase in revenue.  This 
statistic was backed up by two professors at the University 
of  California Berkley who, in a study of  300 restaurants in 
San Francisco, “found that a restaurant with a rating 
improved by just half  a star – on a scale of  1 to 5 – was 
much more likely to be full at peak dining times”.  You 

Is it just me, or has 2016 flown by? In a flash, summer is over and we’re only a few 
weeks from Thanksgiving and Christmas. The Fall is always super busy in our industry 
due to sports and holiday festivities. This year adds some unsavory ingredients thanks 
to our “leaders” politicians. BUT, hold on as we’re in the calm before the storm.

To gain some perspective, let’s briefly consider some of  the factors influencing 2016. 
The collapse of  export markets for dairy and meat early in the year removed some 
demand and helped stabilize domestic supply and reduce prices, particularly for 
cheese. Recent storms remind us how quickly supply and cost can change. For a 
variety of  reasons, we’re watching price increases in coming months for cheese, 
pepperoni, chicken wings, and even flour. Extreme weather both domestic and 
international threatens grain supply. Both pepperoni and chicken wings are in short 
supply just when demand is ramping up. Cheese pricing has been volatile lately and 
could spike again depending on international supply and demand.

 Food quality integrity became a front burner issue in 2016 due in large part to 
Chipotle’s public thrashing. It called into question the positive trend mindset of  local 
sourcing and organic products, and made clear the importance of  food safety and the 
choice of  ingredient providers. Other well-known names such McDonald’s, Kraft, 
Heinz, and Wal-Mart were found to adulterate or misbrand products, and Sysco 
Foodservice was accused of  storing and transporting food products without 
refrigeration. From a marketing perspective, it also demonstrated how quickly 
reputations can be damaged though careless food handling practices.

The 2016 Pizza Expo in Las Vegas was a showplace with a great variety of  suppliers 
of  foods, equipment, POS software, and marketing services. Among the more 
interesting and important trends is increasing interest in health related product 
features.  This is particularly important since pizza, still the nations #1 preferred food, 
is under siege from government health advocates trying to reduce caloric 
consumption as well as competitor fast casual ethnic concepts including wing and 
burger franchisers. The good news of  course is that pizza is still wildly popular and an 
incredibly good value. 

Politics (bureaucrats) are playing an important role in our industry. Labor cost and 
regulation changes introduced in 2016 will have major implications in our industry. 

Consider:
Government paid advertising targeting pizza as being “unhealthy” despite tomato 

sauce, cheese, and bread being individually thought if  as “good”
Mandated minimum wage cost increases and overtime rules
Milk/cheese cost increases due to change in marketing order regulation in 

California
Executive order requirements doubling salary threshold for manager level 

positions; 
Heath care cost premiums increasing at double digit rates

might be skeptical of  the findings, but the study conducted in which there was no change in service, price, or food quality.   
Given the importance of  such hastily composed reviews, how can you improve?  First of  all you need to know the rules.  Yelp’s review algorithm rounds your average ratings 
up to the next half  star.  So in reality it only takes a couple negative or positive reviews to have a noticeable impact on your score.  Also, make sure your Yelp page, or any other 
review site, is up to date.  Include current address, hours of  operations, pictures, etc.  Helping out by including useful information isn’t a crime, although most review sites have 
rules against soliciting customer reviews.
As previously stated the benefit of  a review site is that you get direct feedback from customers who most likely wouldn’t have said the same thing in person.  Those can come 
in both positive feedback, which is appreciated letting you know what you are doing well, and negative.  Do not ignore the negative reviews.  Respond to them in a polite 
manner, most people would try your restaurant again if  you apologize for the negative experience, tell them what you have done to fix the problem, and offer a coupon of  
some kind.  Some will even change their review because of  the positive feedback.  
As always, nothing can beat a clean restaurant, good customer service and attention to detail.  If  you are good to your customers and fair when problems arise, then 9 times 
out of  10 you will get positive reviews.  Just remember that negative reviews are part of  the game, just try and learn from what legitimate complaints customers might have 
and remedy the situation for next time.  As always good luck.  

Food handling and inspection certification increasing cost 
Requirement to add nutritional information on all menu items
Regulation and reclassification of  drivers and delivery workers
International trade regulations, tariffs, and inspection fees make imported food 

products more expensive.
On a positive note, entrepreneurship and adaptation are hallmarks of  our industry. As 
we close 2016, we highlight again the critical importance for the independent operator 
to adapt.  Quality ingredient choices for Bellissimo are of  course our focus; but we 
encourage our distributors and customers to also adapt to the changing consumer’s 
preference for new ways to order. Trend analysis demonstrates again that the millennia 
consumers most highly value “taste” in choosing amongst restaurants.  However, it is 
clear that consumers are increasingly finding their restaurant choices on smart phones 
and ordering through websites via smart phones and tablets. Consider that revenue and 
growth per unit at chains is 60% higher than independents. We believe this is because 
of  their online presence, certainly not the food quality. We strongly encourage 
independent operators to:
1. Differentiate your menu as part of  your branding strategy.
2. Make web presence a priority; minimum website with menu and Facebook
3. Explore online order and web apps for mobile. Many systems now are 
compatible with common POS systems.
2016 is proving to be a pivotal year for many reasons, and probably the calm before the 
storm. We urge you to consider the changes coming in costs and regulations, and 
embrace the opportunities which are evident in the evolving consumer.  Your local 
Bellissimo distributor lives and works in your area and can help position you for a 
successful future. We wish you every success in the New Year!

By Peter Thor, President, Bellissimo Foods
CALM BEFORE THE STORM
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THE IMPORTANCE OF
ONLINE REVIEWS 
By Daniel Thor, Bellissimo Foods
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CALM - CONTINUED

Food handling and inspection certification increasing cost 
Requirement to add nutritional information on all menu items
Regulation and reclassification of  drivers and delivery workers
International trade regulations, tariffs, and inspection fees make imported 

food products more expensive.

On a positive note, entrepreneurship and adaptation are hallmarks of  our 
industry. As we close 2016, we highlight again the critical importance for the 
independent operator to adapt.  Quality ingredient choices for Bellissimo are 
of  course our focus; but we encourage our distributors and customers to also 
adapt to the changing consumer’s preference for new ways to order. Trend 
analysis demonstrates again that the millennia consumers most highly value 
“taste” in choosing amongst restaurants.  However, it is clear that consumers 
are increasingly finding their restaurant choices on smart phones and ordering 
through websites via smart phones and tablets. Consider that revenue and 
growth per unit at chains is 60% higher than independents. We believe this is 
because of  their online presence, certainly not the food quality. 
We strongly encourage independent operators to:
1. Differentiate your menu as part of  your branding strategy.
2. Make web presence a priority; minimum website with menu and  
 Facebook
3. Explore online order and web apps for mobile. Many systems now  
 are compatible with common POS systems.
2016 is proving to be a pivotal year for many reasons, and probably the calm 
before the storm. We urge you to consider the changes coming in costs and 
regulations, and embrace the opportunities which are evident in the evolving 
consumer.  Your local Bellissimo distributor lives and works in your area and 
can help position you for a successful future. We wish you every success in the 
New Year!

Although the Consumer Price Index for food has only risen 0.1 percent 
from July to August this year, heat waves and other extreme weather have 
played havoc with food availability and costs and we expect cost increases 
coming.  
Sugar: The years domestic beet and cane sugar has been pummeled, first, 
by flooding in Louisiana, and now with Hurricane Mathew destroying 
significant portions of  the sugarcane supplies in Florida.  In addition to 
the domestic woes, those purchasing Mexican sugar have experienced 
significant delays due to the enforcement of  the 2015 CVD Suspension 
Agreement between the US and Mexico limiting the amount of  sugar 
licensed to cross the border.
Mushrooms: The mushroom market is at an all-time high according to 
National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) due to the health benefits 
of  adding mushrooms to a daily diet.  That doesn’t help the mushroom 
farmers who have been behind since the rolling heat waves throughout 
the year have reduced the mushroom crop available.
Chicken Wings:  Football season is well underway, and so are seasonal 
rising chicken wing prices.  There has been a significant shortage of  large 
chicken wings due to the industry demand for small chicken parts and 
most chicken cultivators don’t want to waste the time it takes to grow a 
large bird.  
Dairy:  The California drought has taken some massive hits to not only 
the tomato crop, but also to other farmers such as dairy.  Milk prices were 
unprofitable in 2015 due to the lack of  irrigation water.  Dairy farmers in 
New Hampshire are also struggling due to statewide drought.  
Wheat/Grains: Corn and Soybean are note even fully harvested yet, and 
much of  the Midwest was has already been getting some snow.  Those 
who haven’t seen snow have been getting record rain.  It is said that 18% 
of  sugar beets and 39% of  potatoes are rated in poor to very poor condi-
tion.  
Although this year has seen some extreme fluctuations in both the 
weather and the food markets, it is a reminder of  just what we can and 
can’t control.  If  you are experiencing high food costs on certain items, 
do your best to work the problem, check possible substitutes, create new 
recipes, try not to suffer on a zero margin item.  Please contact your local 
Bellissimo distributor for help.
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ITEM SPOTLIGHT

ONLINE REVIEWS - CONTINUED

might be skeptical of  the findings, but the study conducted in which there was 
no change in service, price, or food quality.   

Given the importance of  such hastily composed reviews, how can you 
improve?  First of  all you need to know the rules.  Yelp’s review algorithm 
rounds your average ratings up to the next half  star.  So in reality it only takes a 
couple negative or positive reviews to have a noticeable impact on your score.  
Also, make sure your Yelp page, or any other review site, is up to date.  Include 
current address, hours of  operations, pictures, etc.  Helping out by including 
useful information isn’t a crime, although most review sites have rules against 
soliciting customer reviews.

As previously stated the benefit of  a review site is that you get direct feedback 
from customers who most likely wouldn’t have said the same thing in person.  
Those can come in both positive feedback, which is appreciated letting you 
know what you are doing well, and negative.  Do not ignore the negative 
reviews.  Respond to them in a polite manner, most people would try your 
restaurant again if  you apologize for the negative experience, tell them what 
you have done to fix the problem, and offer a coupon of  some kind.  Some will 
even change their review because of  the positive feedback.  

As always, nothing can beat a clean restaurant, good customer service and 
attention to detail.  If  you are good to your customers and fair when problems 
arise, then 9 times out of  10 you will get positive reviews.  Just remember that 
negative reviews are part of  the game, just try and learn from what legitimate 
complaints customers might have and remedy the situation for next time.  As 
always good luck.  

Bellissimo Select Crispy Flyers are the perfect wing for any restaurant 
application.  Our fully cooked wing prepares in minutes, and the 
marinated crunchy breading will add the taste and texture that your 
customers expect from a wing.  These wings make an excellent appetizer, 
party plate or entree items, just dont forget the blue cheese or ranch.    

The Bellissimo Crispy Fliers can be cooked in a deep fryer, convection, or 
conventional oven.  Call 1-800-472-8700 for a sample today.  

BELLISSIMO CRISPY FLIERS



NEW ITEM
Just in time for the holiday season...
Delco Foods is now carrying a
Sliced 1/2 oz Ham from Indiana
Kitchen.  This locally sourced
product is gas flushed and water
added from premium, fresh (never frozen) pork.  Naturally
hickory smoked using old-world smoking techniques for
an unbelievable flavor.  No MSG and gluten free, Indiana
Kitchen Sliced Ham is superior in quality and freshness
with a distinct flavor profile.  Higher cooking yields
improved margins for your operations.  Ask your Delco
Sales Representative for more information today.

#251984          2/5 lb
Indiana Kitchen Smoked 1/2 oz Sliced Ham





The Season of Giving
The holidays are a time of giving gifts and sharing great
food.  Why not combine the two and order delicious,
high end foods from Delco Foods to give as presents
this holiday season?  We have a variety of specialty
items you can combine to create elegant gift baskets or
order a single item and wrap in a beautiful paper.  We
also have wonderful items to enjoy during holiday meals
with your family and friends.  From non-food items to
delicious catering options, we have you covered.  Be
sure to give Delco Foods enough notice to have your
items in time.   For a listing of great gift ideas, please
visit us at www.delcofoods.com or contact Theresa
Wells at twells@delcofoods.com.  We wish you a happy
holiday season!

www.delcofoods.com

Comments & Questions
As always, our number one goal is to keep you happy.
Our newsletter is just one way we share new information
about the products and services we offer, as well as
industry news we think may be interesting and useful.
For personal service and support, please contact your
Delco Foods Sales Representative.

4850 West 78th Street . Indianapolis, IN 46268
toll free 800.536.1234 . tel 317.876.1951 .

fax 317.870.7803

Follow Us On Facebook
“Like Us” and be the first to get all the latest information
about new products, upcoming events and more!

Don’t forget - you can follow us on Twitter too!
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